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Abstract- In today’s world public and private sector heavily depends on internet specially Wi-fi hotspot at local places like 
coffee shops, malls for either their entertainment purpose or their personal endeavors. People use hotspot in more than one 
devices like in mobile, laptop, tablet at a time. The problem arises here only since there is nobody who is monitoring the 
security as anyone can connect to these hotspots showing there IP address to the host, thus allowing hackers to hack their 
systems. The solution is VPN which protects user identity, helps them share and use data in more secured manner thus solv-
ing the security issues. Users can use from variety of VPN available in the market in which some are free and other are paid, 
but again we cannot download VPN for each and every device as it may be costly or creates problem in managing VPN 
software. Our project involves use of Raspberry pi integrated with VPN which solves both the issue of security and connec-
tion problem. The Pi is connected to either wireless or wired internet connection via ethernet. When user connects with 
Raspberry the internet is guided to a secure tunnel without any need of software client thus avoiding any third-party infe-
rence between user and client. The VPN has added advantage of providing secured sharing and bypass other restricted web-
sites which user want to access.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The technology is advancing day by day and so is the 
eminent threat to the security protecting it. Our pro-
ject involves enhancing this security in this particular 
manner specially technology related to Wi-Fi connec-
tion, since there are no restrictions in how much data 
user is using, data is consumed at unexpected rate and 
there is no professional to provide secure connection 
between the internet service providers and the con-
sumer.Today in companies there is no security of 
data, it can be leaked to third party by knowing the IP 
address of the particular pc, same is the case of public 
hotspot provided by railway station, caféé, and vari-
ous institutes which provides free Wi-Fi services. 
Though the company provides their own VPN for 
bypassing restricted sites, to protect their personal 
identities but its restricted to only one PC at a time 
further VPN can be free or paid service so it’s not 
possible for each consumer to have VPN. Now the 
problem arises when there is a single user who wants 
to secure his multiple devices like tablets, PC’s, mo-
biles etc. now he has to install VPN in all the devices 
which creates confusion and one must connect and 
disconnect each and every time. 

The solution to the problem is Raspberry PI, which is 
a small device and makes its portable and has its own 
ram and processing power, for storage memory it has 
memory card slot, and micro-USB slot. Now the user 
can easily configure the Raspberry Pi and it’s a one-
time process eliminating the need for wired connec-
tion since it provides ethernet port now the user has 
not to connect and disconnect from each and every 
device. 
Now with an easy access to VPN one can make more 
than one devices secure at a time, which helps in con-
trolled network trafficking, more security and less 
third-party interferences and bypass their identities to 
hide their faces. 
 
II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
 
 Broadcom BCM2837 ARMv8 64 processor  
 1GB RAM 
 Video core 4 GPU supports up to 

1920x1200resolution. 
 MicroSD card slot, Bluetooth 4.1, 4 USB ports, 

40 GPIO Pins ,3.5mm audio jack 
 10/100Mbps Ethernet port, display and came-

rainterface
 

III. DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION 
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Router-It is used to provide access to the Internet or a 
private computer network. DHCP- (Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol) is a protocol used to provide 
quick, automatic, and central management for the 
distribution of  IPaddresses within a network. SSH, 
also known as Secure Socket Shell, is a network pro-
tocol that provides administrators with a secure way 
to access a remote computer. OpenVPN is an open-
source software application that implements virtual 
private network (VPN) techniques for creating secure 
point-to-point or site-to-site connections in routed or 
bridged configurations and remote access facilities. 
 
IV. HOW TO INSTALL RASPBERRY PI? 
 
>> OS installation 
1) First take your newly ordered raspberry pi and 

connect it to a power source. 
2) Now take the SD card and using a USB card 

reader connect it to your laptop, we need toinstall 
the OS first. 

3) Download the OS file from Raspberry website. 
4) I am going with Raspberry Jessie with pixel. 
5) Using an image burning tool like etcher, burn the 

downloaded image to your SD card. 
6) After the process completes check if all thefile 

are there on the SD card. 
7) If a warning screen comes, proceed and ente-

ryour user name (pi) and password (raspberry). 
8) You are logged in to your Raspberry pi 

usingCLI. Now we need to activate GUI and get 
theGUI desktop version. Since we don’t have a 
Monitor to connect directly, we will try another 
method. 

9) Enter to raspi-config by entering the commandis 
SSH CLI. >>sudo raspi-config 

10) Navigate through interface options andenable 
VNC and enable Desktop/GUI on start prefe-
rence. Reboot. 

11) Download a VNC viewer for your Desk-
top/Android. 

12) Open the VNC viewer app and enter the creden-
tials to get GUI of your raspberry pi. 

 
>> Accessing the raspberry’s OS 

1) Since we don’t have any USB Mouse, Key-
board, or Monitor to connect, we need to con-
nect our raspberry with a remote SSH Client. 

2) Download putty for windows in your laptop. 
3) Meanwhile, we need to perform a simple    

hack here as SSH is disabled by default in 
raspberry. Open SD card folder using the card 
reader and place a file name SSH without any 
extension. This can be done using a windows 
command too. >>echo *pathname “E:\ “*>ssh 

4) Now we need to install one more software 
named IP Scanner to get our host IP of Rasp-
berry pi. 

5) Connect your Raspberry to the Wi-Fi router 
using the Ethernet cable, make sure that your 
laptop is on same Wi-Fi network. 

6) Using IP Scanner get the IP of Raspberry Pi 
and using putty client try connecting to your 
raspberry pi. 

 
V. EXISTING AND FUTURE PROBLEM 
 
The current technology is less secured and can be 
implemented in only one device at a time for example 
software’s like Open VPN, tor browser and psipshon. 
These software’s have less connectivity because each 
time you have to connect and disconnect, but this 
problem can be solved with the help of VPN inte-
grated raspberry-pi. The VPN and pi configuration 
could continue to be improved on further improving 
the no of connected hotspot client it can connect and 
connection history could be added to assist the user in 
troubleshooting potential connectivity issues. Much 
emphasis should be laid on storing the Wi-Fi net-
works which user has already registered so that one 
can easily register. Additional security precautions 
should be taken care of since all the public is using it. 
Since pi is the small device and limited resources it’s 
not for big companies, so more emphasis should be 
given on much more powerful device which can per-
form the operation of pi more better in large Wi-Fi 
connection. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
I was able to follow my planned design and success-
fully connect people to secure wireless or wired con-
nection through hotspot, which then routed all traffic 
over a VPN tunnel. Connection require web server 
configuration as a preferred network SSID and pass-
word is required without which user can’t login. After 
that client’s connection was observed as stable and its 
able to share files and control other devices, range 
and download speed was low as expected compared 
to normal router since heavy encryption configuration 
and hardware limitations. Latest raspberry pi 3 was 
used along with quality charger and cable which pre-
vented me from booting problem which I previously 
encountered. I hope that it’s a good development in 
research since it helps in solving people real life 
problem of securing their data since in today’s world 
almost every smart electronic has Wi-Fi like TV’s, 
watches, washing machine, automatic doors. 
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